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SPOT ADMISSIONS 

 

I Year B.E.  TSEAMCET -2021 
 

    

Date of Spot Admission: 30.11.2021(Tuesday)  
Registration Time   : 10.30 a.m. to 12.00 Noon. 

            Late registration is NOT permitted     
 

 
Vacancies :  
  

The Vacancy details: Number of seats, branch & category-wise will be kept in the college 
website (www.vce.ac.in)by 07.30 p.m. on 29.11.2021. 

 

Candidates, who have not taken admission anywhere so far, and have secured a rank in 
TSEAMCET-2021 /Not secured a rank and who are eligible as per the guidelines of the 
Convener, TSEAMCET-2021 can attend the spot admission in the college premises under Convener 
Quota.  
 

Eligibility conditions, the guidelines issued by the Convener, TSEAMCET-2021, the required 
Original Certificates & Tuition Fees payable on the spot and other details are  kept in the college 
website 
 
Tuition fee reimbursement is not applicable to the candidates admitted under Spot 
admissions. 

 

TUITION FEE REIMBURSEMENT IS NOT APPLICABLE TO THE CANDIDATES 
ADMITTED UNDER SPOT ADMISSIONS. 
 
Eligibility : 
 

Candidates,  who  have  not  taken  admission  anywhere  so  far,  and  have  secured  a  rank  in TSEAMCET-
2021/not secured a rank and are eligible (secured 45% marks in group subjects in respect of OCs and 40% marks in group 
subjects in respect of BCs /SCs/STs) as per the guidelines of the Convener, TSEAMCET-2021 can attend the spot admission 
in the college premises for the above vacant seats under Convener Quota with all required original certificates as 
given below and demand draft drawn in favour of Vasavi College of Engineering, Hyderabad OR cash for 
Rs.1,36,095/- + Rs. 1200/- towards ratification charges for the TSEAMCET-2021 qualified candidates / 
Rs.2000/- towards ratification charges for the TSEAMCET-2021 Non-qualified candidates.  
 

More no.of candidates may appear for the spot admissions and mere attending the spot admissions will not 
entitle anyone for allotment of seat.  
 

If students are not available in a particular category, the seat will be converted to open category as per 
instructions  
 

Important Note:  
1) The candidate should compulsorily bring all Original Certificates (TSEAMCET-2021 Rank Card, SSC long memo, 

Inter Long marks Memo, Transfer Certificate, Bonafides(from 6th to 2nd Inter), Caste Certificate issued by MRO and  
04 sets of Xerox copies + 05 passport size photos), Demand Draft for Rs.1,36,095/- + Rs. 1200/- towards 
ratification charges for the TSEAMCET-2021 qualified candidates / Rs.2000/- towards ratification 
charges for the TSEAMCET-2021 Non-qualified candidates (in favour of Vasavi College of Engineering, 
Hyderabad) OR Cash for same amount (towards tuition fee + Special fee) and should necessarily be 
accompanied by his/her   parent to attend the spot admission. Candidates reporting late will not be 
permitted. Cast Certificate and Residence certificate (in respect of Non-Local candidates) issued by 
Meeseva online centre shall only be accepted. 
 

2) COVID-19 Precautions :1) Candidate and only one accompanying parent will be permitted into the 
college premises for admission process. 2) No entry for the candidate and parent without mask. (3) 
Physical distancing should be maintained as per norms. 4) Candidates and parents are advised to bring 
their own water bottle and a sanitizer bottle.      
 

3) Admissions will be made strictly as per the guidelines issued by Convener, TSEAMCET-2021 

4) The spot admissions made are subject to the ratification by the Convener, TSEAMCET-2021. 

5) If a particular category candidate is not available the seat will be converted into the OC as per the guidelines of the 
Convener, TSEAMCET-2021. 
 

 

Date: 29.11.2021                      PRINCIPAL 
 

 
Continued by the guidelines issued by Convener, TSEAMCET-2021 

 



ANNEXURE  
 

TSEAMCET– 2021 (ADMISSIONS) 
 
 

GUIDELINES FOR INTERNAL SLIDING AND SPOT ADMISSIONS TO BE FILLED DURING 
INSTITUTIONAL SPOT ADMISSIONS 

 
 

In any category (OC/EWS/BC/SC/ST/NCC/CAP/Sports) seats, which are earmarked for 

women candidates, are to be offered first to women candidates only. If women candidates are 

not available in that category then the seats are to be offered to male candidates. The women 

candidates are also eligible to opt for male seats (General seats) in the combined rank order in 

any category (OC/EWS/BC/SC/ST/NCC/CAP/Sports) when their own 1/3 quota of seats are 

completely filled. 

 
EWS Quota vacant (unfilled/not reported/cancelled) seats are not permitted to fill under 

institutional spot admissions. The Convenor allotted candidates with EWS eligibility are eligible 

to compete for OC seats for internal sliding. 

 

If candidates (male/women) are not available in one reservation category, the seats are to 

be offered to the next reservation category as mentioned below. 

 

Example: 1. BC-A (Girl) BC-A (Boy) BC-B (Girl) BC-B (Boy) 
 BC-C (Girl) BC-C (Boy) BC-D (Girl) BC-D(Boy) 
 OC (Girl) OC (Boy)   

Example: 2. BC-A (Boy) BC-A (Girl) BC-B (Boy) BC-B (Girl) 

 BC-C (Boy) BC-C (Girl) BC-D (Boy) BC-D (Girl) 

 BC-E (Boy) BC-E(Girl)     OC (Boy) OC (Girl) 
 

 

(The cycle is to be completed for each category before diverting the seats to “Open 

Competition” (OC) in each region (Local area). Diversion of “BC” category seats from one 

region to other regions due to non-availability of candidates in that region is not permitted.) 
 
Example: 3. SC (Girl) SC (Boy) 
 

The cycle is to be completed before allotting the “SC” category seats to the “SC” 

candidates of the other two local areas in combined rank order if candidates are not available in 

that local area. 
 
Example: 4. ST (Girl)  ST (Boy) 
 

a. If “ST” candidates are not available in one local area, the seats are to be allotted to 
 

“ST” candidates of the other two local areas in the combined rank. 
 



 
b. If “ST” candidates are not available in any local area then the “ST” seats of each local area 

are to be allotted to “SC” candidates of the same local area in the combined rank order. 

c. If “SC” candidates are not available in one local area the seats are to be offered to “SC” 

candidates of the other two areas in the combined rank. 
 

d. If “SC” candidates are not available in any local area then the seats are to be offered to 

“ST” candidates of the same local area in the order of merit. 
 

e. If “ST” and “SC” candidates are not available in any local area then the seats are to be 

diverted to “OC” (Open Competition) of the concerned Local area and filled. 
 

In case of special (PH, NCC, CAP, Sports ) reservation seats, first the seats are to be offered to 

the candidates (male/female) as per the category of seats earmarked. If candidates are not 

available in one particular “PH” category the seats are to be allotted to the other “PH” category in 

the following order. 
 

Visual    Hearing Impaired     Orthopedic 
 
The cycle is to be completed before diverting them to the general reservation category 

candidates (Male/Female). 
 
Example: 1. OC (Boy) PHV PHHI PHO PHV PHHI OC (Boy) 

Example: 2. OC (Girl) PHV PHHI PHO PHV PHHI OC (Girl) 

Example: 3. BC-B (Boy) PHV PHHI PHO PHV PHHI BC-B (Boy) 

Example: 4. BC-B (Girl) PHV PHHI PHO PHV PHHI BC-B (Girl) 

 

The above procedure is to be followed for “PH” seats in all reservation categories 

(OC; BC-A/B/C/D; SC; ST). Diversion of the special category seats from one category to other 

category and one local area to other local areas due to non-availability of candidates is not 

allowed. Candidates with more than 40% disability are only eligible for allotment of seat under 

“PH” category. The “PH” certificate is to be issued by the District Medical Board Constituted by 

the Government of Telangana state as the case may be. 
 

In case of non availability of candidates in the concerned category, the seat is to be diverted its 

main category, 
 
Example: Unfilled BC-B-Girl-CAP is to be diverted to BC-B-Girl. 
 
When general reservation (BC/SC/ST) and special reservation category (NCC/CAP/Sports) seats 

are diverted to open competition (OC) due to non availability of candidates in a particular local 

area and there are no takers for these seats (OC seats) in that local area then only these “OC” 

seats (General reservation/special reservation seats diverted to “OC”) are to be filled by the 

candidates of the other two local areas in the combined merit order treating them as UNR 

(UNRESERVED) “OC” Seats. 
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